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We study the effect of thermal phonon scattering on the reduction of lattice thermal conduc-
tivity (LTC) in porous materials with spherical pores and inclusions of varying diameters from
nano- to microscale sizes. Using a model based on the Gamma distribution of the pore sizes, we
calculate effective phonon mean free paths at scattering on randomly distributed pore bound-
aries and obtain a general relationship in ‘‘gray medium’’ approximation for the LTC of the
material. Then, we determine the LTC of multiple phases in the presence of inclusions of various
size scales embedded within a single host material and obtain a simple analytic expression for
the effective LTC of a three-phase composite with nano- and microscale randomly distributed
inclusions. We show that the presence of hollow pores and (or) inclusions with the all-scale
hierarchical disorder leads to a considerable reduction in the LTC of the composite. For
example, the thermal conductivity of such a composite on the basis of PbTe in some specific
cases may possibly be reduced by more than one order of magnitude, which is very useful to
achieve a large enhancement in the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT. Results of our model are
compared with the existing experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION

THERMOELECTRIC materials which can generate
electricity from waste heat represent a highly important
and dynamic research area that aims at the creation of
efficient solid-state energy-conversion devices.[1–4] In the
last two decades, a great effort has been made to
enhance the range of composite materials which exhibit
higher thermoelectric figure of merit ZT ¼ rS2T=
ðKe þ KLÞ (r—electrical conductivity, S—the Seebeck
coefficient, T—temperature, Ke and KL—the electronic
and lattice thermal conductivities, respectively) com-
pared to that in classical bulk semiconductors.[5–9] As
regards the theoretical studies on thermoelectrical prop-
erties of complex materials, they have been started since
the pioneering works of Rayleigh[10] and Maxwell-
Garnet[11] who derived expressions for thermal conduc-
tivity of a medium with spherical pores, and such studies
are still in progress (see, for example,[12,13]). However,
despite the rapid progress in technology of high-perfor-
mance thermoelectric materials during the last decade,
very few experimental and theoretical works have yet
been done to analyze the thermal transport properties in

inhomogeneously porous semiconductors in the pre-
sence of pores or inclusions of varying size and porosity
scales.[14–17] Recently, the group of Kanatzidis achieved
a record high ZT value of ~2.2 at 915 K (642 �C) with
the introduction of SrTe nanoscale precipitations rang-
ing from 1 to 17 nm and micrograins ranging from 0.1
to 1 lm in the Na-doped PbTe matrix.[15] The authors
have used a ‘‘panoscopic’’ hierarchical architecture
approach for integrated phonon scattering across multi-
ple length scales. It is evident that in this way, more
extensive phonon scattering and, consequently, stronger
reduction in lattice thermal conductivity (LTC) can be
achieved than in the case of nanostructuring alone, and
that the main physical reason leading to the enhance-
ment of the thermoelectric figure of merit is the
reduction in the LTC.[17]

The aim of this work is to examine how the presence
of randomly distributed hollow pores and (or) inclusions
of different size scales can vary the thermal conductivity
of porous materials and multiphase composites, aiding
in the design of better thermoelectric materials with
lower thermal conductivity and higher figure of merit
ZT. It is worthy to note that the estimation of thermal
conductivity of multiphase systems has been attracting
researchers’ interest for more than a century. Kaviany[18]

described the extensive review of the literature on
porous media. Using the intensity-based version[19] of
the Boltzmann transport equation, Prasher[20] develops
ballistic-diffusive effective medium model for the trans-
verse thermal conductivity of two-dimensional nano-
porous and microporous materials made from aligned
cylindrical pores. Recently, Tian et al.[21] applied first-
principles calculations to lead telluride, lead selenide,
and their alloys (PbTe1�xSex) to investigate phonon
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transport properties and have shown that, besides
nanostructuring, alloying may be another relatively
effective way to reduce the LTC. He et al.[22] have used
the Callaway’s model[23] to determine the thermal con-
ductivity of nanometer-scale structures of PbTe0.7S0.3 in
spinodal decomposition phase state and found that
boundaries, dislocations, and precipitates significantly
reduce the LTC of the structures well below that of pure
PbTe. However, all these models have limited applicabil-
ity in real-time experimental situationdescribed in.[15] The
present paper deals with a simplified approach to solve the
problem. We apply ‘‘gray medium’’ model, resistor
concept and Gamma distribution for both nano- and
microscale inclusions to derive an expression for the LTC
of real three-phase composite. The model used in our
recent work[16] has been modified in terms of the prop-
erties of constituent phases. These modifications lead to
better agreement of predicted values with the experimen-
tal data presented in Reference 15.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section,
the details of modeling for a porous material with
randomly distributed spherical non-overlapping hollow
pores are given, and the LTC of such a material is
considered on the basis of the Gamma distribution for
the pore sizes. In Section III, we derive an analytic
expression for the effective LTC of a porous medium
with inhomogeneous porosity in the presence of n dif-
ferent groups of empty pores with various size scales. In
Section IV, we consider the effective LTC of a multi-
layer composite consisting of n alternating layers of the
same host material connected thermally in series, with
pores of different scales and various porosities. In
Sections V and VI, we generalize the obtained results
in the case of three-phase composites in which the pores
are replaced (or fulfilled) by nano- and microsized
inclusions and make a comparison of our predictions
with the existing experimental results. Finally, in Sec-
tion VII, we present concluding remarks.

II. EFFECTIVE LTC OF A POROUS MEDIUM
WITH RANDOMLY DISTRIBUTED PORES

Consider a porousmedium in the presence of ndifferent
groups of non-overlapping spherical hollow pores with
various size scales, e.g., nanoscale pores with average
diameter �d1 and volume fraction (porosity)u1;microscale
oneswith the average diameter �d2 and the porosityu2; etc.
Let us introduce nondimensional variables:

qi ¼ di= �di; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . n; ½1�

where di are randomly distributed pore diameters
around �di. We assume that each of the variables qi is
described by probability density function

fðqiÞ ¼
NðqiÞ
Ni
¼ qai�1

i expð�qi=biÞ
bai
i CðaiÞ

; ½2�

where NðqiÞdqi is the no. of pores of the same scale with
nondimensional diameters in the interval: qi; qi þ dqi;Ni

is the total no. of the pores in the group; ai>1 and bi

are the ‘‘shape’’ and ‘‘scale’’ parameters of the Gamma
distribution, respectively;[24]

CðaiÞ ¼
Z1

0

xai�1e�xdx ½3�

is the gamma function; and �qi is the mean (first mo-
ment) of the corresponding distribution. By definition
(Eq. [1]),

�qi ¼
Z1

0

qifðqiÞdqi ¼ aibi ¼ 1; ½4�

so that

bi ¼ a�1i : ½5�

The variance of the distribution is equal to aib
2
i ; using

which for the second moment, one can obtain

�q2
i ¼ �qi

2 þ aib
2
i ¼ 1þ a�1i : ½6�

Note that if the standard deviation a�1=2i �qi is much
less than the mean, i.e., when

ffiffiffiffi
ai
p � 1; the distribution

function fðqiÞ � dðqi � �qiÞ:
The porosity ui is proportional to

�q2
i :

ui ¼
p�di

3

2V

Z1

0

q2
i fðqiÞdqi; ½7�

where V is total volume of the sample, and

Vi ¼ p�di
3 �q2

i =2 ½8�

is net pore volume of the pores with the same size scale.
Consider first the effective LTC of a porous medium

with only one group of pores of the same scale. In the
frequency-independent (gray medium) approxima-
tion,[25,26] neglecting dependence of the phonon relaxa-
tion times in the bulk material on the phonon energy
and considering the phonon-pore-scattering and the
bulk-scattering processes as independent events, the
LTC can be given by simple expression:[16]

Keff

Kb
¼ 1� u

Kb=Keff
; ½9�

where Kb and Kb are, respectively, the LTC and the
average phonon mean free path (MFP) in the bulk
material at zero porosity, and Keff is the effective pho-
non MFP in the porous material with average pore
diameter �d. It is evident that the presence of randomly
distributed pores leads to a shortening of the MFP of
thermal phonons. Assuming that the scattering of pho-
nons on the pores is diffuse and using the Matthiessen
rule for isotropic scattering, one can obtain

K�1eff ¼ K�1b þ K�1p ; ½10�

where Kp is the phonon MFP due to scattering at
pore/medium interfaces. For the ith group of pores, it
can be calculated using the well-known relation:
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K�1pi ffi rici; ½11�

where ri is the effective cross-sectional area for a pho-
non collisions with the pores,

ri ¼
p
2

�di
2

Z1

0

qifðqiÞdqi ¼
p
2

�di
2; ½12�

and ci ¼ Ni=V is the pore number density (concentra-
tion). The no. of the pores of the same scale can be
estimated as Ni ’ 6Vi=p

�d3i ; where Vi is the total vol-
ume of the pores given by Eq. [8]. Taking into account
that

�d3i ¼ �di
3

Z1

0

q3
i fðqiÞdqi ¼ �di

3b3
i

Cðai þ 3Þ
CðaiÞ

½13�

and using Eqs. [6] and [7], one can obtain

ci ¼
3�di

3 �q2
i

�d3i V
¼ 6ui

p �d3i
½14�

and, consequently,

Kpi ¼
�di

3gðaiÞui

; ½15�

where

gðaiÞ ¼
a2i

ðai þ 1Þðai þ 2Þ : ½16�

Note that by introducing a new parameter, interface
density Si, i.e., the surface area per unit volume of the
material for each group of the inclusions:

Si ¼ 2pci �di
2

Z1

0

qfðqÞdq ¼ 12uigðaiÞ=�di; ½17�

the phonon MFP due to scattering at medium/pore
interfaces can be presented as

Kpi ¼ 4=Si: ½18�

Note also thatKpi coincideswith that in a homogeneously
porous medium with simple 3D cubic array of identical
spherical pores, (Reference 16) only if gðaiÞ ¼ 1=2; i.e.,
when the shape parameter ai of the random pore size
distribution is equal to ð3þ

ffiffiffiffiffi
17
p
Þ=2 � 3:56.

Substitution of Eqs. [10] and [15] into [9] gives

Keff;i

Kb
¼ 1� ui

1þ 3uiKbgðaiÞ=�di
; ½19�

which means that the effective LTC depends not only
on the porosity and average size of the pores but also
on the shape parameter of the Gamma distribution: at
given values of ui and

�di; Keff;i decreases monotonically

with the increasing ai remaining always greater than
minimum value:

Kmin
eff;i ¼

ð1� uiÞKb

1þ 3uiKb=�di
: ½20�

Except that, according to Eq. [19], at a given value of
the shape parameter, Keff;i decreases monotonically with
the increasing porosity. As regards the dependence on
average pore diameter, it has an opposite behavior, i.e.,
Keff;i increases monotonically with the increasing �di, as
has been mentioned already in.[16]

III. EFFECTIVE LTC OF A POROUS MEDIUM
IN THE PRESENCE OF n DIFFERENT GROUPS
OF HOLLOW PORES WITH VARIOUS SIZE

SCALES

Consider now a porous medium in the presence of
n different groups of the pores with porosities:u1;u2; . . . un

and various size scales around average diameters: �d1,
�d2; . . . �dn, respectively. In this case, the effective phonon
MFP is given by

K�1eff ¼ K�1b þ
Xn
i¼1

K�1i ½21�

and then, using Eqs. [9] and [15], for the ratio of the
effective LTC of such a medium to the LTC of the
bulk material with zero porosity, we obtain a general
expression:

Keff

Kb
¼

1�
Pn
i¼1

ui

1þ 3Kb

Pn
i¼1

uigðaiÞ=�di

: ½22�

Using Eq. [22], it is not difficult to conclude that the
presence of hollow pores with the all-scale hierarchical
disorder leads to a colossal reduction in the LTC.
Obviously, such a reduction in the LTC is very desirable
for a large enhancement in the thermoelectric figure of
merit of thermoelectric materials.
As an example, let us consider a particular case when

n ¼ 2: Then, Eq. [22] gives

Keff

Kb
� K0

Kb
¼ 1� u1 � u2

1þ 3Kb½u1gða1Þ= �d1 þ u2gða2Þ= �d2�
½23a�

or, at u1 ¼ u2 � u;

K0

Kb
¼ 1� 2u

1þ 3KbuG
; ½23b�

where

G ¼ gða1Þ
�d1
þ gða2Þ

�d2
: ½23c�

For estimations, in the following, we will consider two
different datasets of the shape parameters: (a) a1 ¼ 3:5;
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a2 ¼ 8 and (b) a1 ¼ 2:259; a2 ¼ 8:335. Then, substitut-
ing in Eq. [23b] Kb ¼ 90 nm at room temperature
(PbTe,[27]), �d1 ¼ 2:8 nm, �d2 ¼ 0:8 lm, for different val-
ues of u; we obtain the results shown in Figure 1 (two
lower curves). Note that for the set (a) at porosities
u1 ¼ u2 ¼ 0:2 the LTC of the porous material decreases
about 16 times! It means that in the case of unaffected
by pores’ power factor, the thermoelectric figure of merit
of the material ZT can be increased by more than one
order of magnitude.

IV. EFFECTIVE LTC OF A MULTILAYER
COMPOSITE CONSISTING OF LAYERS
WITH PORES OF DIFFERENT SCALES

AND VARIOUS POROSITIES

In the previous section, we have assumed that the
pores of different size scales are distributed in the same
layer of the thermoelectric material. Consider now
briefly a composite consisting of n alternating layers of
the same host material with thicknesses: li, porosities: ui;
i ¼ 1; 2; . . . n; and pores of different scales, so that in
each layer, there are randomly distributed pores of the
same scale, which are described by probability density
functions fðqiÞ given by Eq. [2]. Since the layers are
connected thermally in series, the effective thermal
conductivity of such a composite with inhomogeneous
porosity is given by the relation:[16]

1

Keff
¼ 1

Lz

Xn
i¼1

li
Keff;i

; ½24�

where Lz is the thickness of the composite in the direc-
tion parallel to the temperature gradient. From the

experimental point of view, it is convenient to consider
the case when a layer thickness li ¼ const: Then, from
Eqs. [19] into [24], we obtain

Keff

Kb
¼ 1

1þ �w
; ½25�

where

�w ¼ 1

n

Xn
i¼1

wi; wi ¼
ui½1þ 3KbgðaiÞ�di�1�

1� ui

: ½26�

The expression (25) is sufficiently sound for applica-
tions in a concrete experimental situation. In the case of
two-layer composite, it gives

Setting here u1 ¼ u2 � u; one can obtain a simple
relationship:

Keff

Kb
¼ 1� u

1þ 3KbuG=2
; ½27b�

where G is given by Eq. [23c]. A comparison of Eqs.
[23b] and [27b] shows obviously that the reduction in the
LTC of the medium considered in previous section is
significantly stronger than that in the multilayer com-
posite. For example, using the same data for estimations
indicated according to Eq. [23c], from Eq. [27b], one can
obtain the results shown in the same Figure 1. Using the
data of the figure, we conclude again that the medium
with pores of different size scales in the same host
material is more preferable than a multilayered com-
posite different layers of which contain only pores of the
same scale. That is why in the following, we will restrict
ourselves to the consideration of a medium with
inclusions in a single bulk material.

V. THE LTC OF MULTIPLE PHASES
EMBEDDEDWITHIN A SINGLE BULKMATERIAL

We next consider multiphase composites in which the
pores are replaced (or fulfilled) by non-touching inclu-
sions of various size scales. In this case, before attempt-
ing to derive a general expression for the effective LTC
of the composite, we have to determine thermal con-
ductivities of the inclusions and those of the host phase
separately.
Consider first the inclusion phase with volume frac-

tion ui and bulk LTC Ki;b: In the same ‘‘gray medium’’
approximation, the bulk LTC of a macroscopic sample
can be expressed as[25,26]
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Fig. 1—Numerical values of the ratio K0=Kb (Eq. [23b]) and Keff=Kb

for different porosities and sets of the shape parameters according to
Eq. [27b].

Keff

Kb
¼ ð1� u1Þð1� u2Þ

1� ðu1 þ u2Þ=2þ ð3Kb=2Þ½u1gða1Þð1� u2Þ �d1�1 þ u2gða2Þð1� u1Þ �d2�1�
: ½27a�
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Ki;b ¼
1

3
Ci;bviKi;b; ½28�

where Ci,b is the volumetric specific heat, vi is the aver-
age phonon group velocity, and Ki;b is the average
bulk phonon MFP. Let us present the LTC of an
inclusion Ki in the form analogous to Eq. [28] and as-
sume that both Ci;b and vi in the inclusions are the
same as those in the bulk material. Then, we obtain

Ki

Ki;b
¼ Ki

Ki;b
: ½29�

In the case of diffuse scattering of phonons localized
inside an inclusion, Ki can only depend on the bulk
MFP and the characteristic length of the inclusion.
Thus, using again the Mathiessen rule, for Ki; one can
get

1

Ki
¼ 1

Ki;b
þ 1

�di
; ½30�

and, therefore,

Ki

Ki;b
¼ 1

1þ Ki;b=�di
: ½31�

As regards the thermal conductivity of the host phase,
it has been considered already in Section III and
coincides with Eq. [22].

VI. EFFECTIVE LTC OF A THREE-PHASE
COMPOSITE. COMPARISON WITH

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For definiteness and simplicity, furthermore we will
restrict ourselves to the consideration of a three-phase
composite with only two different groups of inclusions
with various size scales, namely, nanoscale (i = 1) and
microscale (i = 2) inclusions. The main component of
the composite is the porous matrix (host phase),
parameters of which will be indicated by subscript 0.

We will estimate the effective LTC of such a com-
posite Keff on the basis of the thermal–electrical analogy,
i.e., considering various components as resistors. Then,
assuming perfect interfacial contact between different
constituent phases, for the upper and lower bounds of
the Keff, one can obtain the following:

Kmax ¼ ð1� u1 � u2ÞK0 þ u1K1 þ u2K2; ½32�

1

Kmin
¼ 1� u1 � u2

K0
þ u1

K1
þ u2

K2
; ½33�

which are the weighted arithmetic and harmonic
means, respectively. It is clear that the precise value of
Keff is between Kmin and Kmax. We will present Keff as
a linear superposition:

Keff ¼ AKmin þ BKmax: ½34�

Using Eqs. [32] to [34] and taking into account that at
u1 ¼ u2 ¼ 0 Keff ¼ K0b; one can obtain

Aþ B ¼ 1: ½35�

The second equation for the determination of A and
B can be found assuming that when u1 ¼ u2 ¼ 1=3; Keff

is equal to the weighted geometric mean f1:

f1 ¼ ð �K0K1K2Þ1=3; �K0 ¼
Kb

3ð1þ KbGÞ
: ½36a�

With this simplifying approximation, one can get

A ¼ vB; B ¼ ð1þ vÞ�1; ½36b�

where

v ¼ f3ðf2 � f1Þ
f1ðf3 � f21Þ

; ½36c�

f2 ¼ ð �K0 þ K1 þ K2Þ=3; f3 ¼ ½ �K0ðK1 þ K2Þ þ K1K2�=3:
½36d�

Finally, for the effective LTC of the three-phase
composite, we obtain

Keff ¼ Kmin þ
Kmax � Kmin

1þ v
¼ Kmax �

ðKmax � KminÞv
1þ v

;

½37�

where Kmin and Kmax are given by Eqs. [32] and [33].
Let us now apply Eq. [37] for an estimation of the LTC

in thermoelectric material with multiscale architecture
used in the experimental work.[15] Consider Na-doped
PbTe matrix as the host phase and SrTe nanoscale
precipitations and microscale grains as inclusions with
randomly distributed sizes. Unfortunately, no experi-
mental data exist for the values of the LTC and MFP in
bulk SrTe, because of which in the following estimations,
we have to assume that these parameters coincide with
those in PbTe bulk. In particular, we will use the values at
various temperatures, as listed in Table I.
The corresponding results for K1 (the LTC of nano-

scale inclusions) and K2 (mesoscale grains) are shown in
Figure 2, where for the completeness is shown also the
temperature dependence of K0b.
Figures 3(a) and (b) show the temperature dependence

of theLTCof the host phaseK0ðaÞ andK0ðbÞ according to
Eq. [23b] at various porosities: u1 ¼ u2 ¼ u for set (a) of
the shape parameters (a1 ¼ 3:5, a2 ¼ 8) and set (b),
respectively: (a1 ¼ 2:259, a2 ¼ 8:335). As before, the
average diameters of the inclusions are assumed to be
�d1 ¼ 2:8 nm, and �d2 ¼ 0:8 lm.[15]

Finally, using Eqs. [32], [33], and [37], for the effective
LTC at various temperatures in the range from 300 K to
600 K (27 �C to 327 �C), at different porosities and sets
of shape parameters (a) and (b), we obtain the results
presented in Figures 4(a) and (b).
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Figure 5 shows a comparison of our results for the
effective LTC KeffðbÞ with the experimental data
reported in.[15] At set (b) for a and porosity u ¼ 0:015;
which is the case, our theoretical predictions are in good
agreement with experimental values. A small difference
between these predictions may be noticed: in particular,
due to the slight shifts in the values of the bulk MFP
from those shown in Table I; or due to the presence of
other peculiarities in experiments and disagreements
with the estimated values of the parameters used, such
as the deviation of inclusion shape from a sphere, and
different values of the LTC in bulk SrTe and PbTe.
However, the main conclusion made, based on Figures 4
and 5, is that the effective LTC of three-phase composite
material decreases monotonically as temperature or
porosity increases, and this result is well confirmed by
experimental data of Biswas et al.[15]

Let us also consider briefly a composite containing
nanoscale hollow pores and mesoscale particle inclu-
sions. There exist two different ways to obtain such a
composite from the three-phase one: (a) by replacing
nanoscale inclusions by empty pores, and (b) by assum-
ing that temperature cannot vary within a particle on a
scale smaller than average MFP. Really, if a particle size
is less than MFP, then one cannot define the tempera-
ture T(z) as a function of the coordinate (the z-axis is
along the temperature gradient) within this particle, i.e.,
the whole particle is probably at the same temperature.
Since nanoscale precipitations used in[15] are in the range
from 1 to 17 nm, i.e., less than average MFP K0b; we
may assume that thermal phonons inside nanoscale
inclusions practically do not play any role in thermal
conductivity, i.e., heat is carried only by phonons of the
matrix and by phonons localized in mesoscale grains. In
other words, we can consider nanoinclusions as hollow

pores and set K1 ¼ 0: Then, Eqs. [32] and [33] should be
replaced, respectively, by

Kmax ¼ ð1� u1 � u2ÞK0 þ u2K2; ½38�

and

Kmin ¼
K0K2

u2K0 þ ð1� u1 � u2ÞK2
; ½39�

while v in Eqs. [36b] and [37] should be replaced by n;
where

n ¼ n2ðn2 � n1Þ
n1ðn2 � n21Þ

; ½40�

n1 ¼ ð �K0K2Þ1=3; n2 ¼ ð �K0 þ K2Þ=3: ½41�

Table I. The LTC and MFP in Bulk Materials and Inclusions at Various Temperatures

T [K (�C)] 300 (27) 350 (77) 400 (127) 450 (177) 500 (227) 550 (277) 600 (327)

K1;b ¼ K2;b ¼ K0b ðWcm�1 K�1Þ 2.8 2.2 1.8 1.6 1.4 1.2 1.1
K1;b ¼ K2;b ¼ K0b ðnmÞ 90 82 75 68 60 52 45
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Fig. 2—Temperature dependence of LTC in the bulk and inclusions.
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(porous PbTe) of three-phase composite at different porosities and
sets (a) and (b) of the shape parameters.
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Using Eqs. [37] to [41], it is not difficult to see that the
effective LTC of the composite with hollow nanoscale
pores’ and mesoscale particles’ inclusions is less com-
pared to that for three-phase material considered at the

beginning of this section, whereas it is greater than that
of the porous materials containing the all-scale hollow
pores.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

The main results of this paper can be summarized as
follows:

1. Using a model based on the Gamma distribution of
the pore sizes, a simple and quite general expression
is derived for the effective LTC of a three-phase
composite consisting of two different groups of
inclusions with various size scales, embedded in a
single host material.

2. Theoretical predictions on the basis of the expres-
sion (Eq. [37]) demonstrate reasonable agreement
with the experimental data presented in Reference
15.

3. In a porous material with hollow pores of various
size scale it is possible to achieve stronger reduction
in the LTC than in the material with particle inclu-
sions. Obviously, this is true for the model of the
composite under consideration, in the absence of
coherent precipitates.

4. The medium with pores of different size scales in
the same host material is more preferable than a
multilayer composite, different layers of which con-
tain only pores of the same scale.
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